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What asymmetries within comprehension reveal about asymmetries
between comprehension and production: The case of verb inflection in
language acquisition

Oda-Christina Brandt-Kobele *, Barbara Höhle

University of Potsdam, Department of Linguistics, Karl-Liebknecht-Straße 24-25, 14476 Potsdam-Golm, Germany

1. Introduction

Children’s acquisition of verb inflection has been studied in various contexts and languages, employing a whole range of
different paradigms. Much attention has been given to the acquisition of morphemes that determine finiteness of a sentence
(e.g.Wexler, 1998; Poeppel andWexler, 1993; Guasti, 2002). A further role of inflectional elements is to display properties of
syntactic dependencies that the inflected element enters into (Nichols, 1986). The English 3rd person singular -s, for
example, conveys information about the person and number of the sentence subject and is thus a marker of agreement
between subject and verb. A natural question to pose when investigating the acquisition of inflectional elements is to ask
when children are able to extract the information conveyed by such inflectional markings.

In trying to answer this question, wewill present new evidence that German children aged 3 to 4 years are able to extract
the number information conveyed by verb inflections and use this information when interpreting sentences in which the
subjects are ambiguous with regard to number. This was established using an eye-tracking procedure employing a
preferential looking paradigm. The results of our comprehension task provide new information about the relationship
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A B S T R A C T

Two recent studies (Johnson et al., 2005; Perez-Leroux, 2006) found that English- and

Spanish-learning children do not show the ability to use verb inflection as a cue to subject

number before the age of 5 to 6 years. These findings suggest an asymmetric development

as verb inflections are usually correctly produced before this age.

In the present study we investigated whether German 3- to 4-year-olds take advantage

of the information provided by the verb inflection in sentence comprehension. In a first

study, children’s looking behavior at two pictures was measured after presentation of a

sentence in which the subject number was coded only by the verb inflection. The results

from this study suggest that children’s looks reflect correct interpretation of the sentences

and thus show their ability to make use of verb inflection. In a second experiment,

preferential looking was combined with an additional task in which the children had to

point to the matching picture. In this case children did not perform above chance level.

Our results underline the relevance that specific task demands have on the

performance of children in comprehension testing. These have to be accounted for when

interpreting findings on production and comprehension asymmetries in language

acquisition.
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between children’s comprehension and production abilities concerning verb inflections that mark number agreement.
Earlier findings on children’s comprehension of verb inflections have suggested an asymmetric relationship between the
receptive and the productive domains, with productive abilities preceding correct comprehension (e.g. Johnson et al., 2005).
This paper is structured as follows. First, wewill present earlier findings on children’s processing of verb inflections encoding
the number contrast in production and comprehension, which altogether yielded in the assumption of an asymmetric
developmental path. Then we will present two studies on the comprehension of number information provided by verb
inflection in German children, thereby comparing different methodological approaches (eye tracking vs. picture selection).
As our results indicate a great impact of methodology on the comprehension abilities found in children, we will discuss this
matter in the context of the assumed production-comprehension asymmetry as well as possible causes of the discrepancies
across methods.

Themajority of studies on the acquisition of verb inflections conducted so far examine children’s use of suchmorphemes
in the productive modality. For this, different methods have been employed, for example investigating children’s
spontaneous speech at various ages (e.g. Brown, 1973; Clahsen, 1986) or doing elicited production tasks (e.g. Rice and
Wexler, 2002). The acquisition path of verb inflection revealed by such studies differs cross-linguistically (Bittner et al.,
2003). In some languages, so-called ‘‘Optional Infinitive’’ languages such as English, Dutch, German and French, children start
out producing uninflected or non-finite forms (e.g. ‘Daddy walk’) as well as inflected and thus finite verb forms (e.g. ‘He is
big’). In the second and third year of life, the productive use of inflectional morphology increases in its frequency in
obligatory contexts of adult usage (e.g. Guasti, 2002). In other languages, so-called pro-drop languages, such as Italian,
Spanish and Turkish which have rich morphological systems and allow the overt subject to be unrealized, infinitival forms
are extremely rare in children’s early speech. Thus, children acquiring such languages start out producing inflected verb
forms already at the age of 1 and a half or 2 (Guasti, 1993). To compare children’s receptive and productive capacities with
respect to verb inflection thatmarks number agreement, two ‘Optional Infinitive’ languages, namely English andGerman, are
focused on in this paper. Additionally, we will consider data from the pro-drop language Spanish to rule out the hypothesis
that the late comprehension found in English children is only due to the impoverished morphological system.

In his longitudinal study of the spontaneous speech of three English-speaking children, Brown (1973) found production of
the 3rd person singular -s in 90% of obligatory contexts between the ages 2;2 and 3;10, already indicating substantial
variance across children evenwithin one language. Using elicited production data, Rice andWexler (2002) found that English
learners on a group level do not reach the 90% criterion of correct use of the 3rd person singular -s before the age of 4 years.
One important difference between spontaneous speech and elicited production data, besides diverging task demands, lies in
verb selection. Assuming verb frequency and familiarity to have an impact on children’s ability to use an inflected form
correctly (e.g. Aguado-Orea, 2004), rather than assuming lack of knowledge of the appropriate inflection (Brown, 1973) or
the existence of a stage in development in which abstract grammatical features may be under-specified, as the Optional
Infinitive Model does (Wexler, 1994), verb selection itself might be a factor explaining different ages of mastery found with
different methods: if children spontaneously produce familiar and high frequent verbs, the chance of errors in spontaneous
speech is lower compared to elicited production.

So far, studies about the productive onset and mastery of inflections by German-speaking children are sparse and based
solely on spontaneous speech data. However – as we only tested comprehension in the present study – these data have to
serve as a general benchmark for the production of inflections by German children. Clahsen (1986) has looked at the
productive use of verb inflections in two German learning children aged 1;6 to 3;6 by conducting frequency analyses of all
present tense inflectional morphemes at various ages. Correct use, again in Brown’s sense of more than 90% correct, for the
3rd person singular inflectional morpheme -t did not occur before the age of 2;11. For the 3rd person plural inflection -n,
correct use emerged even a little later, namely at around 3;1. In a similar study, Poeppel and Wexler (1993) analyzed the
spontaneous speech of one child aged 2;1. They found that in all utterances that contained a 3rd person singular subject and a
finite verb the verbwas correctly inflectedwith the -tmarker. This lead the authors to conclude that the agreement system is
basically available at age 2 (see Bittner, 2003 for further spontaneous speech data on German inflections). The discrepancies
between Poeppel andWexler’s findings and those of Clahsen (1986) can be accounted for by differences in the way the data
were analyzed: while Clahsen considered utterances containing a non-finite verb and an overt subject as agreement
violations, Poeppel andWexler restricted their analysis to utterances containing finite and thus overtly inflected verb forms.
It should be kept inmind that findings from spontaneous speechmight overestimate children’s production abilities to inflect
verbs correctly. Still, we conclude that the possibly youngest age of productive mastery of German inflection is between 2
and 3 years.

Receptive abilities for inflectional morphemes in children have been tested in only a few studies so far. Using the head-
turn preference paradigm,1 Soderstrom et al. (2002) examined the early sensitivity of English-learning 19-month olds to the
presence of the 3rd person singular -s in sentences containing singular subjects. In line with other studies reporting early
sensitivity to syntacticwell-formedness of structureswhich young children do not produce themselves (e.g. Santelmann and
Jusczyk, 1998; Höhle et al., 2006), Soderstrom and colleagues found that the infants preferred the grammatical (3rd person
singular -s present) over the ungrammatical passages (3rd person singular -s absent). However, the properties to which the
children in such head-turn preference experiments are sensitive are unclear. It is possible that the children actually process

1 Note that in head-turn preference studies no actual comprehension but only sensitivity to a verbal form is assessed, as only auditory stimuli are used

and no visual material is presented. See, for example, Juscyzk (1996) for a detailed explanation of the method.
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the number information on the subject and verb and are additionally able to check the matching of these morpho-syntactic
features on a grammatical basis (Soderstrom, 2008), which could be viewed as a hint to early comprehension. In contrast,
children’s preference for grammatical structuresmight be solely based on their knowledge about distributional properties, i.
e. surface properties of the input. Thus, based on these head-turn preference findings it is hard to argue that young children
are actually attuned to the manifestation of correct subject-verb agreement and that they are able to infer the semantic
implications of the functional morphemes involved in this agreement relation.

A more direct approach to the question of when children are sensitive to the different morpho-syntactic categories
involved in verb inflection is rendered by studies that investigated whether children can make use of the information
provided by the inflectional morphemes for the identification of subject number. Johnson et al. (2005) conducted a picture-
selection task in which the verb inflection was the only cue to subject number. To achieve this, they used verbs that began
with an -s consonant cluster whichwas coarticulatedwith the plural -s on the noun (The duck swims on the pond vs. The ducks
swim on the pond). Each sentence was presented with two pictures that either showed one or two actors performing the
action denoted by the verb. Three- to-six-year-old English-speaking childrenwere tested. Just the 5- and 6-year-old children
but not the younger ones performed above chance level. But even the older children performed well below 100% correct
across all conditions. In the plural condition even the 6-year-olds did not continue to display above chance-level
performance. Johnson et al. (2005) concluded that, especially for the 3- and 4-year-old children, the English 3rd person
singular inflection -s is not a transparentmarker for subject number agreement. They hypothesized that the ‘‘poverty’’ of the
English present tense agreement system, in which the 3rd person singular is the only morphological form overtly marked,
may be relevant for the children’s ignorance concerning the information provided by the inflectional ending.

This assumption was tested in a study conducted by Perez-Leroux (2005) with Spanish-speaking children aged 3 to 6. In
contrast to English, Spanish has a richer set of verb inflections, with specific inflectional endings for all person and number
forms of a verb. Perez-Leroux adopted the material and the procedure used by Johnson et al. (2005). She avoided the
confounding role of nominal inflection by using subject-less sentences, which are grammatical in Spanish, due to its property
of being a pro-drop language. In these sentences the verb ending was the only cue to number (1).

1 a. Nada en el charco.

(The duck-SG) swim-3SG on the pond

The duck swims on the pond.

b. Nadan en el charco.

(The duck-PL) swim-3PL on the pond

The ducks swim on the pond

Despite the morpho-syntactic differences across these two languages, the data from the Spanish-speaking children were
remarkably similar to those from the English-speaking children tested by Johnson et al. While 3 and 4-year-old children’s
responses did not differ from chance performance in either number condition, the 5 and 6-year-old children reached
performance levels better than chance (but only in the plural condition).

When comparing the findings from the production and the sentence comprehension studies, a puzzling picture emerges.
The production studies suggest that latest by age 4 English children have mastered the subject-verb-agreement system,
indicating that they can process the number information that is relevant for selecting the correct verb form. On the other
hand, children of the same age show no evidence of being able to use this same kind of information in sentence
interpretation. This suggests that children’s abilities to handle number information related to subject-verb agreement
develop in an asynchronous fashion in the domains of production and comprehension.

A study that compared production and comprehension abilities in one group of children using the same material was
conducted by Fraser et al. (1963). Among other grammatical contrasts, Fraser et al. (1963) examined the singular-plural
distinction as marked by inflection or by the auxiliaries is and are (e.g. The deer is running vs. The deer are running). To avoid
doubly marking the number information only nouns without overt plural marking like sheep or deerwere used. They tested
3;1- to 3;7-year-old children’s comprehension using a picture-selection taskwith a pair of pictures differing in the number of
animals shown, and their production asking the children to name the same pictures. Comprehension was found to be ahead
of production such that the children had higher scores on the comprehension than on the production task. But this
conclusion was challenged by Johnson et al. (2005), whose close inspection of the data revealed that the children’s
performance in the comprehension task was only 50% correct, which is not different from chance-level performance. Thus,
the findings by Fraser et al. (1963) cannot be considered to have revealed an asynchronous relationship between children’s
production and comprehension of grammatical morphemes.

The question remains as to whether the production of correct number agreement between subject and verb in fact
precedes the comprehension of number information given by verb inflection in sentence interpretation, and thus whether
production and comprehension of verb inflection is a further area of language acquisition in which the development of
comprehension seems to lag behind the development of productive skills. Such a counterintuitive pattern has been found in
the acquisition path of other linguistic structures, namely English pronouns (e.g. Hendriks and Spenader, 2006; Sekerina
et al., 2004), the German focus particle auch (‘also’) (e.g. Hüttner et al., 2004; Höhle et al., 2009) and restrictive noun phrase
modifiers (e.g. Hurewitz et al., 2000).
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The comprehension studies on verb inflection cited above all employed some variant of the picture-selection task, which
requires explicit decisions to be made by the children tested. This places demands on non-linguistic cognitive skills and one
may hypothesize that these cognitive skills are not fully developed in children and are thus hindering them from revealing
their actual language comprehension abilities (e.g. Höhle et al., 2009). When searching for a method for assessing children’s
early interpretation of grammaticalmorphemes that puts only low task demands on children and does not require an explicit
choice among a set of pictures, preferential looking comes into play. This method has been widely used to assess young
children’s lexical and syntactic comprehension abilities (e.g. Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996a; Naigles, 2002; Golinkoff
et al., 1987). While children are presented with two visual stimuli and a linguistic stimulus describing one of these, they
typically fixate the matching visual stimulus.

Based on these findings and assumptions, the aims of our study are threefold. First, wewant to examinewhether German-
learning children aged 3 to 4 years show comprehension of verb inflection, such that they can infer the number of a sentential
subject from the verbal inflection alone. Second, we want to compare the impact of different methodological approaches on
children’s receptive morpho-syntactic abilities by comparing the outcomes of experiments using different methods. Finally,
we want to add information to what is known about the relationship between early production and comprehension of verb
inflection in children.

In our first experiment childrenwere presentedwith sentences inwhich the verb inflectionwas the only cue to the number
of the subject. Each sentence was presented with a picture pair that depicted the action described in the sentence either
conductedbyoneorby twoactors. Thus, thematerials usedwere similar to thoseof theprevious studies inEnglishandSpanish.
But instead of using a picture selection task children’s eye gaze at these two pictures was tracked before and after the
presentationof the stimulus sentences. IfGerman3- to4-year-oldchildrenwereable to infer the correct subject numbervia the
processingof inflectional information,weexpected longer looking timesat apicturedepicting oneactor afterhearinga singular
inflected verb and longer looking times at a picture showing two actors after hearing a plural-inflected verb.

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Twenty-eight children between 3;0 and 4;1 (mean age: 3;6, 10 girls) participated in this experiment. All children were
monolingual native speakers of German from the Berlin/Potsdam area, all without known language deficits and not born
prematurely. The children’s parents were reimbursed for their travel costs to the lab, the children received a little toy for
taking part in this study.

The parents were asked to fill out a short questionnaire to enable detection of any language deficits in their children. This
questionnaire was further used to obtain information about each child’s productive use of verb inflection, as no parallel
production task was administered in this study. For this purpose, six unambiguous examples of pronoun-verb combinations
(1st person singular to 3rd person plural, all present tense regular inflection, e.g. ich gehe ‘I go’, du gehst ‘you go’, er geht ‘he
goes’, etc.) were provided and the parents had tomark the forms their child had already produced. These data should provide
uswith a rough estimation of our participant’s production of verb inflection and thus extend beyond the spontaneous speech
data reported in the literature (e.g. Clahsen, 1986). According to parental reports, 77% of the children produce 3rd person
singular inflections, and 51% of the children produce 3rd person plural inflections. We conclude from these answers that
clearly not all children participating in our study are already producing verb inflections.

2.1.2. Material and design

To make sure that the verbal affixes were the only available cue to subject number, we created simple SVO-sentences
containing pronominal subjects. In German, the personal pronouns for 3rd person singular female (sie) and 3rd person plural
(sie) are homophones, making the sentence temporarily ambiguous until the inflection marker of the verb has been parsed.
The verbs were either inflected for 3rd person singular (-t) or 3rd person plural (-n), providing the number variation in the
experimental design (2).2

2 a. Sie fütter-t einen Hund.

Pronoun-3SG feed-3SG a dog

She is feeding a dog.

b. Sie fütter-n einen Hund.

Pronoun-3PL feed-3PL a dog

They are feeding a dog.

2 In German, the pronoun sie combinedwith the inflectional ending -n is additionally ambiguous, since it does not only refer to plural subjects, but is also

used as a politeness form when adressing an unaquainted or respected adult. We consider it as very unlikely that young children are confused by this

ambiguity, as the politeness form is very rarely used in the speech directed to children and children start producing it late (some not even in their

elementary school years). Since the politeness form is 2. Pers. Sg. and thus not felicitous when describing pictures, no interference is expected.
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Four different verbs were used, which were disyllabic when inflected for either number, depictable, and known to young
German children.3 Each verb was combined with two different objects each to create eight experimental sentences. The
object NPs always contained an indefinite article (einen, eine, ‘a’). The verbs and objects used are provided in Appendix A.

An additional verb again combined with two different objects was used for practice. These combinations were presented
in both number conditions, yielding four practice trials. All verbal stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of
German in a child-directed manner. Mean length of sentences was 1581 ms (range: 1392–1832 ms).

For each sentence a simple coloured drawing of the described situation was made up. The two pictures for a pair of
sentences only differed with respect to the number of actors accomplishing the action denoted by the verb. In the 1-actor
condition, only one person was performing the action mentioned in the sentence (e.g. one girl feeding a dog (6a)). In the 2-
actor condition, two personswere performing the same action together (e.g. two girls feeding a dog together (6b)). See Fig. 1.
To conform to the female pronoun in the singular condition, all depicted characters were girls. The experimental sentences
are provided in Appendix B.

Pictureswere presented pairwise in the experiment. Each pair consisted of the twopictures showing the same actionwith
the same object, thus the pictures of each pair differed only with respect to the number of the actors depicted. Each child
experienced a given picture pair only once during the experiment, either with a sentence containing a singular inflected verb
or with a sentence containing a plural inflected verb.

Note, that in the singular number condition, the 1-actor picture served as the target, while the 2-actor picture served as
the distractor.4 In the plural number condition, this relation was reversed, with the 2-actor picture serving as target and the
1-actor picture as distractor. Whether a given picture pair was presented with the singular or the plural sentence was
counterbalanced across children. The location of the target picture (right or left half of the monitor) and the side of
presentation of the 1-actor picturewere also counterbalanced across the children. The test trials were presented in a pseudo-
randomized order, with nomore than three items of either number condition in a row. Each experimental session contained
four practice trials without feedback, and eight experimental trials, four for each of the number conditions.

In each trial, one pair of pictures was presented side-by-side on the eye-tracking monitor for 3 s, accompanied by an
attention getting phrase (Schau mal!–‘Look here!’) to direct the child’s attention to the screen (baseline phase). The baseline
phasewas included to control for initial picture preferences or biases. After that, the screen turned black for 2 s, duringwhich
the test sentence was presented auditorily. The sentences were aligned to the visual presentation such that the presentation
of the acoustic stimulus ended exactly when the pictures reappeared for the testing phase. Thus, the onset of the sentences
varied slightly in relation to the disappearance of the pictures at the end of the baseline phase due to the variation in sentence
length. After the sentence presentation, the same pair of pictures reappeared again for 3 s (testing phase), which was again
followed by a black screen for 1 s. Then, the trial ended automatically. Thus, a trial had a duration of 10 s. The inter-trial
interval lasted about 2 s, during which the screen was blank. See Fig. 2 for a schematic description of a trial course.

After four experimental trials, a short clip (e.g. Elmo jumping up and down)was presented to redirect the child’s attention
to the screen. The children’s eyes were recorded throughout the whole experiment, which lasted about 3 min.

To measure children’s eye gaze, a tabletop Tobii 1750 eye-tracking system (Tobii Technology AB, Sweden) was used,
which tracks eye position every 20 ms with a resolution of 50 Hz. Stimulus presentation and eye-gaze data collection was
conducted using ClearView1 (Version 2.5.1, Tobii Technology AB, Sweden) in a dual-computer set-up.

Fig. 1. Visual material used in Experiment 1 and 2. 1-Actor picture (left) and 2-actor picture (right). Example: Sie füttert einen Hund/Sie füttern einen Hund.

‘She is feeding a dog’/‘They are feeding a dog’.

3 German data from the CHILDES-database was searched for the productive use of the test verbs. Three of the verbs were found to be produced before age

3, the fourth one was only found in the input of children, but this again before age 3. The verb used in the practice trials is produced at age 3;4.
4 In principle, a 3rd person singular sentence matches the 2-actor picture as well as the 1-actor picture (since in a set of people, a single person is always

included). To ensure that the 2-actor picture is a less felicitousmatch for a singular inflected verb,we ensured that the action is always performed by the two

depicted girls together.
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The childrenwere sitting in the reclined chair, at approximately a 60 cmdistance from themonitor, watching the pictures
and listening passively to the sentences. They were only instructed to sit still and listen to the sentences as well as to watch
the screen. The parent was sitting behind the child in the corner of the testing room and the experimenter sat in another part
of the room, not visible to the child, controlling the experiment on the second computer.

As soon as the child was sitting comfortably and was attentive, a 5-point calibration procedure was performed.
Before starting the experiment, the child was presented with a short story accompanied by an introductory picture
(three girls standing side by side). The story alerted the child that she would now see three girls performing some
actions, which would either be done by one girl or by two of them together. The story is provided in Appendix C. After
this, the four practice trials were presented to acquaint the child with the experimental procedure. If necessary, some
children were reminded to watch the screen or not to talk in-between. After the practice trials, the eight testing trials
were presented.

2.1.3. Data analysis

Eye movements were analyzed automatically by the ClearView-Software employing the standard setting. The output
data we used for further analysis was one text file per participant providing information about the specific time course of the
experiment (e.g. onset of each trial), the accurate position of the eye gaze (as X–Y-coordinates) at each time point, as well as
number and duration of fixations according to ClearView default settings.

To analyze the looking behavior in relation to the verbal and visual stimuli presented, we defined two spatial areas of
interest (AoI). Each AoI was 400 � 286 pixels in size, corresponding to the size of each of the pictures presented on the
monitor. In addition, two temporal regions of interest (RoI) were defined, one corresponding to the baseline and the other to
the testing phase.

Fig. 2. A schematic example of the trial procedure.
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The looking behavior was analyzed in two different ways: First, the looks to the target and distractor picture for every
given time-stamp (every 20 ms) were averaged over trials and participants in each number condition for the purpose of a
first rough inspection of children’s looking behavior (see Trial Course Analysis). Second, a fixation duration analysis was
performed, in which only fixationswith aminimumduration of 100 ms on amaximal radius of 30 pixels were used. For each
participant, the fixation durations to the target and the distractor picturewere addedwithin and over trials separately for the
baseline and the testing phase as a function of the number condition. These summed fixations were averaged over
participants. In the following, the children’s summed fixation durations are labelled as looking time. Mean looking times
entered into the statistical analysis, as they were subjected to a 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA, with Number and Picture Type and Phase
as repeated factors (see Fixation Duration Analysis).5

2.2. Results and discussion

2.2.1. Trial course analysis

For a first visual inspection of children’s looking behavior over the course of a trial, looks to 1-actor and 2-actor picture are
plotted separately as a function of number condition (Fig. 3). Presented is the mean proportion of looks to the 1-actor and
2-actor picture during the course of the trial – at any given time-stamp – averaged over the four experimental trials in the
singular number condition (3a), and in the plural number condition (3b). These proportions of looks are averaged over the 28
participants.6

The figure depicting the time course shows that children looked at the pictures in the baseline and in the testing phase.
While the test sentence is presented (4–6 s after trial onset), looks in the two spatial AoIs drop close to zero, which can be
considered a consequence of the blank screen during this phase. In the testing phase, the proportions of looks to the 1-actor
and 2-actor picture seem to vary as a function of the number condition (Fig. 3a and b). While there appears to be a higher
proportion of looks to the 1-actor picture in the singular number condition (Fig. 3a), the proportion of looks to the 2-actor
picture seems to outrank those to the 1-actor picture in the plural number condition (Fig. 3b). To test whether children’s
looks to the 1-actor and 2-actor picture differed reliably as a function of number condition, further eye-tracking data
analyses as well as a statistical analysis were performed.

Fig. 3. (a) Children’s proportions of looks in the singular number condition over course of a trial (Experiment 1). (b) Children’s proportion of looks in the

plural number condition over the course of a trial (Experiment 1).

5 Note that all trials presented to the children entered analysis. In only a few trials however (or even just the baseline or testing phase of a given trial),

children fixated neither of the two areas of interest (but rather looked elsewhere). In this experiment, one child did not fixate either picture in the baseline

phase of 2 trials and in the testing phase of 2 other trials. Another child did not fixate either picture in both phases in 2 trials. These trials or phases still

entered the fixation duration analysis, but with a duration value of 0 ms. In such cases we do not knowwhether the child was looking off-screen, on-screen

but not at the AoIs, or whether the eye tracker simply failed to track the child’s eye gaze, despite it being at the AoIs. Because of this uncertainty regarding

the underlying reason for the ‘missing data’, we included all trials, accepting that some trials delivered a duration value of 0 ms.
6 Note that 40% of looks at one picture at a given timestamp refers to 40% of all looks (averaged over trials and participants), not just 40% of those looks

that were directed at the pictures. For this reason, the sum of the proportion of looks directed at either picture a or b in Fig. 2 is less than 100%.
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2.2.2. Fixation duration analysis

For the statistical analysis, the looking times to the 1-actor and the 2-actor pictures during the baseline and the testing
phase were added for each participant. This looking time was then averaged across participants, separately for the singular
and plural number conditions. The mean looking time for the singular number condition during the baseline and the testing
phase is plotted in Fig. 4a, while the mean looking time for the plural number condition is plotted in Fig. 4b.

Only F1-analyses were performed on account of the low number of experimental trials in the experiment. A 2 � 2 � 2
ANOVA comparing Phase (baseline vs. testing), Number (singular vs. plural) and Picture Type (1-actor vs. 2-actor) revealed a
significant three-way interaction between these factors (F(1,27) = 8.03, p < 0.01). There were significant main effects for
Phase (F(1,27) = 6.39, p < 0.05) and Picture Type (F(1,27) = 5.63, p < 0.05). No other effects reached significance, neither the
interaction between Phase and Number (F(1,27) = 1.19, p = 0.285) nor the interaction between Number and Picture Type
(F(1,27) = 2.25, p = 0.145). All other F’s < 1.0.

In the following analysis, the data from the two number conditions were analyzed separately by 2 � 2 ANOVAs with
Phase and Picture Type as independent variables. In the singular number condition, the interaction between Phase and
Picture Type reached significance (F(1,27) = 5.78, p < 0.05) as well as the main effect for Phase (F(1,27) = 6.93, p < 0.05). The
main effect for Picture Type did not reach significance (F(1,27) < 1). Separate analysis for the two phases revealed
significantly longer looking time at the 2-actor picture than at the 1-actor picture in the baseline phase (F(1,27) = 6.44,
p < 0.05). Such a significant difference in looking time at the 1-actor vs. 2-actor picture could not be found in the testing
phase (F(1,27) < 1). Thus, children showed a preference for the 2-actor picture in the baseline phase, which vanished in the
testing phase after hearing a sentence with a singular inflected verb.

In the plural number condition, only amarginal interaction between Phase and Picture Typewas obtained (F(1,27) = 3.84,
p = 0.06), but a strong main effect for picture emerged (F(1,27) = 12.56, p < 0.01). There was no main effect for Phase
(F(1,27) < 1). Separate analysis for the two phases revealed a different pattern compared to the singular condition.While no
significant differences in looking time to the two pictures were found in the baseline phase of the plural condition (F(1,27)
= 1.88, p = 0.181) a reliablemain effect for Picture Type emerged in the testing phase, with longer looking times at the 2-actor
picture than at the 1-actor picture (F(1,27) = 14.22, p < 0.01).

In a further analysis we tested whether the presentation of the test sentences had a differential effect on children’s
preferences for the 2-actor picture as evidenced in the baseline phase. Thus we compared the looking times at the 2-actor
picture in the baseline-phasewith the looking times at the same picture in the testing-phase as a function of the grammatical
number of the test sentence. This analysis showed that the children had a significant decrease in their looking times at the
2-actor picture from the baseline phase to the testing phase (F(1,27) = 11.46, p < 0.01) when presented with a singular
sentence while no significant decrease in their looking times at the 2-actor-picture from the baseline to the testing phase
occurred when a plural sentence was presented (F(1,27) = 1.75, p = 0.197).

2.2.3. Discussion

Summarizing our results, the following picture emerges. If the children were presented with a singular sentence, their
general preference for looking at the 2-actor picture, which they had shown before hearing a sentence, vanished. This was

Fig. 4. (a) Children’smean looking times in the singular number condition (Experiment 1). (b) Children’s mean looking times in the plural number condition

(Experiment 1).
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not the case when hearing a plural sentence. In this case, the children showed an increase in looking time to the 2-actor
picture in the testing phase that led to longer fixation durations on the 2-actor picture compared to the one-actor picture.

This pattern suggests that – without a verbal stimulus that is systematically related to one of the pictures – the children
tend to look longer at the 2-actor picture. Thismay reflect the fact that the 2-actor picture shows an additional person, is thus
informationally more complex than the 1-actor picture and attracts a longer period of attention. The fact that we already
found differences in the looking times at the two pictures during the baseline phase emphasizes the necessity to include such
a control phase in experiments using thismethod, as only the changes from baseline to testing phase can reveal the effects of
the sentence presented.

The finding that the children’s looking times at the 2-actor picture decreased after the presentation of a singular inflected
verb compared to the baseline suggests that the preference to look at the 2-actor picture has been overridden by the
presentation of a sentence that correctly describes the 1-actor picture, and thus that the sentence presentation drives the
children’s attention to the corresponding target picture. This pattern additionally discards the possibility that children
consider the 2-actor picture as a felicitous reference for a singular inflected verb. Thus, we conclude, that the children in this
study did process the singular verb inflection (-t) and that they were able to use this information to correctly infer the
number of the sentence subject.

A similar pattern of increased looking times at the target picturewas not observedwhen a plural sentencewas presented.
But in this case, the target picture corresponded to the picture that the children already had looked at longer in the baseline
phase. Nevertheless, the observation that there is at least a slight increase in looking time from the baseline to the testing
phase and the finding that the 2-actor picture is fixated on longer than the 1-actor picture during the testing phase, indicate
that the presentation of the plural test sentence has kept children’s attention on the 2-actor picture. This in turn suggests that
children have processed the number information given by the verb inflection in the plural condition (-n) as well.

Summing up, we assume that our data provide evidence that 3- to 4-year-old German children are able to infer the
number of an ambiguous sentential subject from the number information of the verbal inflection. This contrasts with the
findings reported above for English- and Spanish-learning childrenwhowere not found to be able tomake use of the number
information provided by the verbal inflection before the age of 5 to 6 years (Johnson et al., 2005; Perez-Leroux, 2005). One
possible explanation for the earlier comprehension evidenced by German children could be the morpho-syntactic
differences across these languages.While German has a rich system of verb inflection, in Englishmain verbs are onlymarked
for 3rd person singular and past tense. The greater relevance of inflectional endings in German may make German children
acquire the verb inflections representing number differences earlier (see Guasti, 2002). But the relevance of morphological
richness is questioned by the findings from the Spanish-learning childrenwho do not demonstrate earlier comprehension of
verb inflections than the English-learning children (Perez-Leroux, 2005).

A second possible explanation for the discrepancy between our findings and those of the earlier studies could be the
different methodological paradigms employed. In contrast to the previous studies which used picture-selection tasks,
children in our Experiment 1 did not have to perform any particular action but were only instructed to watch the pictures
and listen to the sentences. It may be hypothesized that this difference in task demands –merely looking in the eye tracking
study vs. deciding and pointing in a picture-selection task – may account for the different findings. To test this possibility, a
second experiment was conducted. In this experiment the eye-tracking technique was combined with an explicit picture-
pointing task, thus children had to make a picture-selection decision while their eye gaze was tracked. Children were
presented with the exact same verbal and visual stimuli as in Experiment 1.

3. Experiment 2

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Twenty-eight children participated in Experiment 2. Their mean age was 3;8 years (min: 3;2 years, max: 4;4 years, 15
girls). All children were monolingual speakers of German, did not suffer from any known language disorders and were not
born prematurely. Parents were asked to fill out the same questionnaire as in Experiment 1 to control for any history of
language deficits and gather information about children’s productive use of verb inflections. According to the parental report,
72% of the children produce 3rd person singular inflections, and 48% of the children produce 3rd person plural inflections.
From this we conclude that not all children in this group produce verb inflections already and additionally that this group
does not differ from the one tested in Experiment 1with respect to production (3rd person singular inflection: chi2(1) = 0.29,
p = 0.593; 3rd person plural inflection: chi2(1) = 0.38, p = 0.537).

3.1.2. Material and design

The same design and material was used as in Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Procedure

In Experiment 2, children had to perform a picture-selection task while their eye gaze was tracked. Thus, the procedure
varied slightly. Childrenwere instructed to point to the picturewhich they thoughtwouldmatch the presented sentence best.
To monitor the children’s pointing reactions, the experimenter was sitting next to the child, and if necessary, and encouraged
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her to select a picture. A further variation affected the duration of the testing phase. To account for the fact that young children
usually need some time to select a picture, the testing phase was extended from the 3 s allotted in Experiment 1 up to a
maximum of 15 s. Still, as soon as a child had selected one of the pictures, the experimenter started the next trial via a button-
press. In all further aspects the procedurewas exactly as in Experiment 1. Each child was presentedwith four practice trials as
well aseightexperimental trials, fourcontainingasingular inflectedverband four containingaplural inflectedverb.Again, after
every fourth trial, a short clip was presented. The same technical equipment as in Experiment 1 was used.

3.1.4. Data analysis

To keep data analysis comparable to Experiment 1 only the first three seconds of the testing phase of each experimental
trial were considered in the analysis of the looking behavior. Thus, temporal RoIs as well as spatial AoIs were defined as in
Experiment 1.

Again, the lookingbehavior of the childrenwas analyzed in twodifferentways. First– for a visual inspectionof thedata – the
mean proportion of looks to the 1-actor and the 2-actor pictures was calculated as a function of the number condition for each
time-stamp over thewhole trial course. Second – for statistical analyses – an analysis of the looking timewas performed, with
the samecriteria defining looking timeas inExperiment 1. The looking times at the1-actor and the2-actor pictureswere added
up per participant, separately for the singular and the plural number conditions, and averaged over participants. The mean
looking time was subjected to a 2 � 2� 2 ANOVA, with Number, Picture Type and Phase as repeated factors.7

Pointing reactions were noted on a protocol sheet during the testing session as pointings to the left or to the right picture.
Later, these reactionswere coded as pointings to the 1-actor or the 2-actor picture, separately for the two number conditions.
Pointings to the 1-actor picture in the singular number condition as well as pointings to the 2-actor picture in the plural
number condition counted as correct reactions. The mean percentages of correct reactions per number condition were
statistically compared to chance-level performance (50%) via t-tests.

3.2. Results and discussion

3.2.1. Trial course analysis

Fig. 5 depicts the mean proportions of looks to the target and the distractor picture at any given time-stamp during the
course of a trial. Fig. 5a depicts the looking behavior averaged over all trials and participants for the singular number
condition, while Fig. 5b depicts the averaged looking behavior for the plural number condition.

Fig. 5. (a) Children’s proportions of looks in the singular number condition over course of a trial (Experiment 2). (b) Children’s proportion of looks in the

plural number condition over course of a trial (Experiment 2).

7 In this experiment, only one child failed to provide data points in all presented trials. In 2 trials, the child did not fixate one of the pictures in both phases,

and in another trial, the child did not fixate either picture during the testing phase. Again, sincewe do not knowwhether the childwas looking off-screen, on

the screen but not on one of the AoIs or whether the eye tracker simply failed to track the child’s eye gaze, these trials (or phases) enter analysis with a value

of 0 ms.
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The graphs in Fig. 5 show that children looked at the pictures in the baseline phase as well as in the testing phase. In
the sentence presentation phase (4–6 s after trial onset), looks in the two spatial AoIs drop close to zero. This again can be
considered as a consequence of the blank screen during that phase. In the baseline phase, children seem to look more at
the 2-actor picture irrespective of the number condition. In the testing phase, however, no reliable difference seems to
emerge between the looks at both picture types, either in the singular or in the plural number condition. To test whether this
first impression holds, a statistical analysis of the eye-tracking data was performed.

3.2.2. Fixation duration analysis

As in Experiment 1, we analyzed the looking times at the target and the distractor pictures as a function of the number
condition in the specified temporal RoIs. We followed the same rationale and the exact same way of analyzing the data as in
Experiment 1. The mean looking time for the singular number condition is plotted in Fig. 6a and the looking time for the
plural number condition is plotted in Fig. 6b.

As in Experiment 1, only F1-analyses were conducted on account of the low number of experimental trials in the
experiment. The 2 � 2 � 2 ANOVA comparing Phase (baseline vs. testing), Number (singular vs. plural) and Picture Type
(1-actor vs. 2-actor) revealed a main effect for Picture Type (F(1,27) = 11.18, p < 0.01) and a marginal main effect for
Phase (F(1,27) = 3.99, p = 0.05). The other interactions and effects did not reach significance (interaction between Phase and
Picture Type: F(1,27) = 2.71, p = 0.112;main effect for Number: F(1,27) = 1.46, p = 0.24; all other F’s < 1). Thus, children show
a general preference for looking longer at the 2-actor picture than the 1-actor picture without a significant influence of
Number or Phase.

For better comparison of these results with those from Experiment 1, separate analyses for the two number conditions
were performed. In the 2 � 2 ANOVA for the singular number condition, the interaction between Phase and Picture Type did
not reach significance (F(1,27) = 2.56, p = 0.122). But when the looking times at the 1-actor and the 2-actor pictures in the
baseline phase of the singular number conditionwere directly compared, a significant preference for the 2-actor picture was
found (F(1,27) = 7.51, p < 0.05), which could no longer be observed in the testing phase (F(1,27) < 1).

When performing a 2 � 2 ANOVA for the plural number condition, only a main effect for Picture Type was found (F(1,27)
= 4.41, p < 0.05). The interaction between Phase and Picture Type did not reach significance (F(1,27) < 1), nor did the main
effect for Phase (F(1,27) = 2.72, p = 0.111). The comparisons of the looking time in the baseline phase of the plural number
condition revealed a marginal effect for Picture Type, since children looked longer at the 2-actor picture than at the 1-actor
picture (F(1,27) = 3.56, p = 0.07). In the testing phase, as in the singular number condition, no such preferencewas observable
(F(1,27) = 1.54, p = 0.225).

When further analyzingwhether the presentation of the test sentence had a differential effect on children’s preference for
the 2-actor picture, a difference between the two number conditions emerged. It turned out that the decrease in looking time
to the 2-actor picture from the baseline to the testing phase was significant in the singular number condition (F(1,27) = 5.12,
p < 0.05), while there was no such significant change in the plural number condition (F(1,27) = 2.63, p = 0.117).

Fig. 6. (a) Children’s mean looking times in the singular number condition (Experiment 2). (b) Children’s mean looking times in the plural number condition

(Experiment 2).
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3.2.3. Pointing task

The mean percentages of the pointing reactions to the target picture as a function of the number condition were
calculated.8 In the 4 trials containing a singular inflected verb, the mean percentage of correct reactions (to the 1-actor
picture) was 56.3%, (SD: 26.0%9) averaged over all 28 children. In the 4 plural trials, themean percentage of correct reactions
(to the 2-actor picture) was 48.5% (SD: 27.8%), averaged over all children. The mean percentage of correct pointing reactions
does not differ significantly from chance-level performance in both number conditions (singular number condition: t(27)
= 1.27, p = 0.215; plural number condition: t(27) = �0.28, p = 0.779). Additionally, mean percentages of correct pointings do
not differ between the two number conditions (t(27) = 0.88, p = 0.387).

3.2.4. Discussion

The analysis of the looking time revealed that children fixated on the 2-actor picture longer than on the 1-actor picture
during the baseline phase in both number conditions. Like in Experiment 1 we consider this as a consequence of the greater
amount of visual information encoded in the 2-actor picture. As we failed to find any significant interactions between Phase
and Picture Type in either of the two number conditions in this experiment, the effect of the presented sentence on children’s
looking behavior appears to be weaker than in Experiment 1. But separate analyses of the changes in looking times from the
baseline to the testing phase in the two number conditions again revealed that hearing a sentence with a singular inflected
verb is followed by a decrease in looking time to the 2-actor picture, which is not found after hearing a sentencewith a plural
inflected verb. This is in accordance with the results obtained in Experiment 1. Thus, there are indications that the number
information provided by the verb inflection in the test sentences has an effect on children’s looking behavior also in
Experiment 2, even though the pattern is not as compelling as that obtained in Experiment 1. Children’s looking behavior in
both experiments displays the same pattern, but the effects themselves are much weaker in Experiment 2. Since the only
difference between the two experiments was the presence or absence of an additional ‘‘picture-selection-by-pointing’’ task,
we propose that this difference in tasks accounts in some way for the differences in findings across the two experiments.
Possible underlying reasons for this task effect will be addressed in section 4.

Interestingly, the analysis of children’s pointing reactions in Experiment 2 showed that the mean percentage of correct
reactions did not differ from chance-level performance in both number conditions. This suggests that childrenwere guessing
when asked to point to the matching picture. This assumption is strengthened by the individual scores reached in the
picture-selection task. Only one out of 28 children performed 100% correct in both number conditions.10 One out of 28
children pointed only to the 2-actor picture and another one only to the 1-actor picture, both irrespective of number
condition. For the other 25 children, pointing reactionswere distributed randomly, supporting the assumption of a guessing-
strategy employed by most of the children (range of percentage correct in singular and plural number condition: 0–100%
correct).

Thus we conclude that a picture-selection task like ours does not provide evidence that German-learning children aged 3
to 4 years can make use of the number information provided by the verb inflection. These findings are in line with findings
from earlier studies with English- and Spanish-learning children that were using the same kind of picture-selection task
(Johnson et al., 2005; Perez-Leroux, 2005). This strengthens the assumption that it is not structural differences across the
languages considered so far that account for the earlier competence found in German children (Experiment 1), but rather the
different methods used.

But before concluding that eye-tracking is a more sensitive testing paradigm to demonstrate children’s comprehension
abilities, we have to consider the differences in the eye-tracking data across our two experiments, with less clear effects of
the sentences on children’s looking behavior in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. As we did not test the same children in
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, we cannot rule out that this difference is due to group differences between the children. But
we consider this possibility as unlikely, as the groups differ neither in age nor with respect to the productive use of verb
inflections. Another explanationmay be that the additional pointing task in Experiment 2 interferedwith children’s eye gaze
as an indicator of sentence interpretation, reflecting the explicit decisions the children were forced to make in the pointing
task. This could lead to more switches across the pictures resulting in a smaller advantage for the target picture than in the
first experiment. The fact that the gaze patterns in Experiment 2 were similar in their trends to those in Experiment 1 could
provide a first evidence for that. But the relation between tasks that only involve looking and those that demand overt
responses, plus the question of which consequences the second type of task has on children’s looking behavior, is far from
clear and must be the subject of future research.

4. General discussion

Our two experiments with German 3- to 4-year-old children on sentence interpretation based on verb inflection revealed
discrepant findings. In Experiment 1, children did not have to perform a specific task. Instead their eye gaze was tracked to

8 For one child, only 6 trialswere scorable, as the child refused to point on the other two trials. For another child, only 7 trialswere scorable. The remaining

26 children pointed on all 8 trials. The mean percentages calculated for each child are based on the number of trials that particular child performed in a

scorable manner.
9 Because there were only 4 trials per number condition and per participant, SD’s are very high.

10 Since there were only four experimental trials per number condition, even 75% correct, i.e. 3 out of 4 trials correct, cannot be considered as evidence for

correct comprehension.
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measure the comprehension of sentences in which the verb inflection was the only cue to subject number. In Experiment 2,
childrenwere presentedwith the samematerial, but had to perform an additional picture selection task while their eye gaze
was tracked.

The findings of Experiment 1 provide clear evidence that German 3- to 4-year-old children are able to infer the number of
the sentential subject solely by relying on the inflectional information. In Experiment 2 the eye-tracking data showed a
similar but weaker pattern, but interestingly, in children’s pointing reactions no evidence for using verb inflections in
sentence comprehension was observable.

Based on the eye-tracking results we conclude that German 3- to 4-year-old children have acquired themorpho-syntactic
knowledge about number agreement in the domain of the German 3rd person verb inflections, and that they can use this
knowledge when determining the number of an ambiguous sentence subject. Hence, we assume that processing factors
must account for children’s failure to demonstrate this knowledge in the pointing task.

Still our findings raise two important questions that will be addressed in the following. First, we will be concerned with
possible underlying reasons for the found within-modality asymmetry, thus with children’s success in demonstrating their
comprehension ability on verb inflections when tested via eye tracking versus their failure to do so when tested with a
picture-selection task. Second, we will discuss what this within-modality asymmetry can tell us about asymmetries found
across modalities, namely production and comprehension of verb inflections and other linguistic structures.

Concerning the first question, at least two possible explanations are conceivable. A first, rather imprecise one, would be
that children’s failure in the picture-selection task is due to general task demands. What these actually are is far from clear—
even though this method is widely used in assessing children’s language comprehension. It is rather unlikely that the
pointing gesture itself is too demanding, since already infants point at people and objects, usually before producing
referential speech (e.g. Tomasello et al., 2007). But a picture-selection task demands further abilities from children, namely
storing linguistic and visual information in parallel, comparing the information and finally making a decision. It may be
hypothesized that these additional demands might not be fully developed in children at age 3. On the contrary, preferential
looking considers a dependent variable that reflects a rather automatic reaction of the organismwhich is under little, if at all,
conscious control of the participant. Additionally, it is closely time-locked to the processing of the incoming sentence (e.g.
Trueswell and Gleitman, 2007). As Gerken and Shady (1996) point out, we do not yet knowwhether preferential looking and
picture selection tap the same processes, with looking being easier because of not requiring a choice. This non-requirement
of a choicemightmake eye trackingmore adequate to employwhen testing young children. It is further unclear whether the
task of selecting among a set of pictures requires a different type of representation of either the linguistic or the visual
stimulus.

A second explanation refers to different stages of the interpretation process that are reflected by the on-line
measurements of eye tracking vs. the off-line response of picture selection. It seems probable that the latter one is
more heavily influenced by heuristic processing strategies than the former one, leading to false interpretations or guessing in
the later (e.g. Hurewitz et al., 2000). An effect of heuristics in sentence interpretation can even be found in adults when
off-line tasks are used (Ferreira, 2003). A mismatching heuristic would for example be an agent-first strategy when
interpreting a sentence like The dog was bitten by the man, resulting in the assumption that the dog would be the agent of the
biting-action. If such heuristics can overrule the information provided by the syntactic structure of a sentence even in adults,
it seems reasonable to expect similar effects in children’s sentence interpretation. Based on such observations, we suggest
that the eye-tracking data in our study reflect the analysis of the structural properties of a sentence, which later on is
shadowed by heuristics and an arising conflict between two different interpretations. The notion of different stages in the
interpretation process that might be differently assessed in on-line and off-line tasks is also discussed by Trueswell and
Gleitman (2007).

The second question–what our experimental findings can tell us about the relationship between early production and
comprehension of verb inflections and the proposed asymmetry between these domains (Johnson et al., 2005; Perez-Leroux,
2006)—has to be faced against the background of the previous discussion. Remember that we concluded that the structural
competence necessary to use the information provided by verb inflections can be assessed in 3- to 4-year-old German
children when appropriate measures are employed. Thus according to our data, the comprehension ability is in place
between 3- and 4-years of age, at least in German-speaking children. Concerning production of German verb inflections, we
can call on the finding that according to our parental report not even all the tested children were producing the verb
inflections in question. This matches the findings from Rice and Wexler (2002), who did not find more than 90% of children
producing verb inflections before age 4. Additionally, the parental report data point to the problem of generalizing findings
from spontaneous speech of very small groups of children or single case studies (e.g. Poeppel andWexler, 1993), and that the
spontaneous speech data on verb inflection production might overestimate children’s abilities due to frequency and
familiarity factors. Overall, we conclude that our data question the hypothesis of an asymmetrical development of verb
inflection. Our findings emphasize that empirical evidence that seems to support the hypothesis of an asymmetrical
development must be evaluated critically with respect to the methods that generated it.

Discrepancies across findings obtained with different methods might also be relevant for other linguistic areas for which
asymmetric acquisition paths have been reported. One well known area is the acquisition of pronouns. While children as
young as 3;0 produce pronouns correctly in spontaneous speech to express a disjoint meaning (Bloom et al., 1994), poor
performance on the interpretation of these pronouns using picture-selection tasks is found until 6;6 (Chien and Wexler,
1990). Another example is the production and comprehension of the focus particle auch ‘also’ in German-learning children
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(Höhle et al., 2009). Various explanations have been put forward to deal with these observations that production may be
earlier in place than comprehension (Hendriks and Koster, 2010). For example, extra-grammatical and pragmatic factors
have been assumed to lie at the heart of children’s comprehension difficulties (Thornton and Wexler, 1999). Alternatively,
grammar was viewed as a direction-sensitive system of rules in which different pairings between form and meaning can
arise in production and comprehension (Hendriks and Spenader, 2006).

Interestingly, recent eye-gaze studies have found earlier comprehension than was evidenced in studies using picture-
selection tasks for the abovementioned areas. Sekerina et al. (2004) have tested children’s comprehension of pronouns using
on-line and off-line tasks and found a dissociative pattern of performance in these two kinds of different tasks, with eye
tracking revealing amore adult-like linguistic competence than indicated by picture selection. Höhle et al. (2009) conducted
an eye-tracking study on children’s processing of German focus particles (accented and unaccented auch, ‘also’) and found
fixation patterns that indicated a higher degree of competence concerning these particles than found in other studies
employing picture selection tasks (e.g. Hüttner et al., 2004 for German, Bergsma, 2002 for Dutch).

Altogether, the assumption that productive capacities for some linguistic expressions may precede their comprehension
in language acquisition ismainly based on observations of non-adult-like performance in sentence comprehension tasks like
picture selection and truth-value judgements. In linewith other studies, our results reveal that it is not trivial to determine at
which age a given linguistic structure or expression is comprehended by children. If one considers full comprehension
capacity to require adult-like performance in all kinds of tasks that tap children’s sentence comprehension skills, then we
have to conclude that the 3-year-old children tested in our study did not show a full ability to interpret verbal inflection. On
the contrary, if one argues that finding empirical evidence for children’s correct interpretation in at least one of the methods
available is a sufficient demonstration of the children’s linguistic capacity, then variations across tasks have to be considered
a consequence of specific processing constraints in children. Following this line of reasoning, the former account of the data
would support the hypothesis of production preceding comprehension of number agreement, while the latter would not.

The problem of determining when a given structure has beenmastered in language acquisition does not only hold for the
receptive but also for the productive domain, where task dependent effects and differences in the use of specific expressions
in spontaneous and elicited speech also may arise. For instance, Müller et al. (2009) found that the same children who
evidenced the use of the focus particle auch in their spontaneous speech at the age of 2;0 produced the particle in an elicited
production task in only 33% of the cases at age 2;4 and in 75% of the cases at 2;8. Similar discrepancies have been found for
the use of the English 3rd person singular -swhen comparing spontaneous speech (e.g. Brown, 1973) and elicited production
data (e.g. Rice and Wexler, 2002).

This leads to the general conclusion that performance asymmetrieswithinmodalities have to be taken into accountwhen
discussing cross-modality asymmetries between production and comprehension capacities. First of all, as suggested above,
thewithin-modality asymmetries are a challenge for determining the age of acquisition of a specific linguistic capacity either
in production or in comprehension and thus for proving whether there are real asymmetries in the development of
production and comprehension skills. Second, the knowledge about within-modality asymmetries in performance is
relevant to decidewhether production-comprehension asymmetries deserve some special attention by revealing something
specific about children’s underlying grammatical system that may be different for production and comprehension.
Alternatively, asymmetries acrossmodalitiesmight prove to be nothing special, but to simply arise from the same sources as
asymmetrieswithinmodalities, thereby reflecting different task demands that are put on the children and have an impact on
their performance in production as well as in comprehension.

Thus, identifying areas in which production precedes comprehension needs intense empirical research that has to fulfil
variousmethodological requirements. First, only those areas should be considered as candidates for this asymmetric pattern
in which convergent findings of mastery or non-mastery of a specific linguistic structure obtained with different methods in
either of the modalities are available (e.g. Hurewitz et al., 2000). Second, methods used to study production and
comprehension performance should be as similar as possible with respect to the processing demands they pose on the
children. This is hard to achieve as far as we do not have a detailed picture of the knowledge and the computational
operations that are necessary to solve a specific task. Furthermore, it would be necessary to investigate the production and
comprehension abilities in the same group of children in a longitudinal fashion. To date, methodological aspects are still
putting constraints on this way of comparison, since for example preferential looking and eye-tracking data are hardly
interpretable on a single-subject basis unless a huge amount of trials would be used (Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996b).
However, an understanding of the task dependence of children’s performance should not only help us to create the most
reliable experimental designs to study language acquisition, but may also provide essential insights about how a child
develops to be a competent producer and comprehender of her target language.
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Appendix A. Verbs and objects used in experiment 1 and 2

Verb Object 1 Object 2

(1) practice trials streicheln eineKatze einBaby

‘to pet’ ‘a cat’ ‘a baby’

(2) experimental trials angeln ein Fisch ein Schuh

‘to fish’ ‘a fish’ ‘a shoe’

(3) basteln ein Hut ein Drache

‘to do handicrafts’ ‘a hat’ ‘a kite’

(4) füttern einHund ein Pferd

‘to feed’ ‘a dog’ ‘a horse’

(5) öffnen ein Geschenk eine Tür

‘to open’ ‘a present’ ‘a door’

Appendix B. Sentences used in experiment 1 and 2

Sentences presented in practice trials (Version 1 and 2)

(1) Sie streichelt eine Katze.

‘She pets a cat’

(2) Sie streichelt ein Baby.

‘She pets a baby’

(3) Sie streicheln eine Katze.

‘They pet a cat’

(4) Sie streicheln ein Baby.

‘They pet a baby’

Sentences presented in experimental trials (Version 1)

(1) Sie angelt einen Fisch.

‘She fishes a fish’

(2) Sie angeln einen Schuh.

‘They fish a shoe’

(3) Sie bastelt einen Hut.

‘She makes (handicrafts) a hat’

(4) Sie basteln einen Drachen.

‘They make (handicraft) a kite’

(5) Sie füttert einen Hund.

‘She feeds a dog’

(6) Sie füttern ein Pferd.

‘They feed a horse’

(7) Sie öffnet ein Geschenk.

‘She opens a present’

(8) Sie öffnen einen Tür.

‘They open a door’

Sentences presented in experimental trials (Version 2)

(1) Sie angelt einen Schuh.

‘She fishes a shoe’

(2) Sie angeln einen Fisch.

‘They fish a fish’

(3) Sie bastelt einen Drachen.

‘She makes (handicrafts) a kite’

(4) Sie basteln einen Hut.

‘They make (handicraft) a hat’

(5) Sie füttert ein Pferd.

‘She feeds ahorse’

(6) Sie füttern einen Hund.

‘They feed a dog’

(7) Sie öffnet eine Tür.

‘She opens a door’

(8) Sie öffnen ein Geschenk.

‘They open a present’

Appendix C. Introductory story

Schaumal, das sind Julia, Anna und Sarah. Siemachen viele tolle Sachen –mal alleine undmal zusammen. Gleichwirst du
sehen, was.
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‘Look here, these are Julia, Anna and Sarah. They are doing all kinds of interesting things -either alone or together. Let’s see
what they do!’
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